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I have always been an activist. We waited 35 years to get here 
so I feel it’s my duty to do all that I can.
 I have also been affected by the Eighth so it’s also very 
personal.

Mayo-based canvasser (2018)
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1
Introducing the Real Heroes

On 26 May 2018, in the historic surroundings of Dublin Castle, 
the then Taoiseach (Prime Minister) Leo Varadkar took to a hastily 
erected stage and faced a packed audience. The mood was electric. He 
proudly praised the nation for comprehensively voting by a two-thirds 
majority to remove Article 40.3.3 (or the Eighth Amendment) from 
the Irish Constitution. This amendment controversially equated 
the life of the foetus to the life of the woman, upholding an archaic 
anti-abortion regime by stating: ‘The State acknowledges the right to 
life of the unborn and, with due regard to the equal right to life of the 
mother, guarantees in its laws to respect, and, as far as practicable, by 
its laws to defend and vindicate that right.’

To get around this, up to 15 women travelled overseas each day to 
terminate pregnancies, mostly to England. Others illegally bought 
pills online which they took without medical supervision. If they were 
caught, they faced up to 14 years in prison. Since January 2019, the 
need to travel for an abortion has mostly, although not completely, 
been eradicated. Abortions are now allowed in all circumstances in 
the first 12 weeks of pregnancy. After this, they are available in ‘excep-
tional circumstances’ such as if the life or health of a woman is at risk, 
or where it can be guaranteed that a baby would not survive more than 
28 days.

As Varadkar basked in victory, he described the result as the culmi-
nation of ‘a quiet revolution’, continuing: ‘We have voted to look reality 
in the eye, and we did not blink. We have voted to provide compassion 
where there was once a cold shoulder, and to offer medical care where 
once we turned a blind eye … Our democracy is vibrant and robust 
and can survive divisive debates and make difficult decisions.’1

Varadkar’s Health Minister Simon Harris was also in Dublin Castle. 
He made sure to mingle with the crowd and obliged the many jour-
nalists who were keen to catch that winning soundbite. Poignantly, he 
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referenced the many women forced to travel for abortions:  ‘… today 
we are saying take our hand, we want to look after you in our own 
country … a stigma has been lifted from Irish society … we will now 
get on and we will legislate for women in our own country.’ In the 
background, the crowds chanted ‘Simon, Simon, Simon’. This was quite 
the sea-change. Just six years earlier, Harris had crossed swords with 
the Irish pro-repeal movement when he ‘liked’ a Facebook post by an 
anti-abortion activist. When he was challenged, he quickly clarified 
this was done by mistake, but he made sure to lodge his objection to 
any future change in the law.2

Varadkar thanked some of his colleagues by name. Senator Catherine 
Noone had chaired the Dáil (Irish Parliament) all-party Committee on 
the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution. Although she had done a 
competent job, this committee had watered down recommendations 
from a 2017 Citizen’s Assembly which had voted in favour of abortion 
access on socio-economic grounds and where there is a foetal anomaly 
that isn’t necessarily fatal. Varadkar acknowledged the aforementioned 
Simon Harris and his party’s campaign coordinator, Josepha Madigan, 
who had been appointed just two months earlier. He then thanked 
both the Citizen’s Assembly (who you’ll read about in Chapter 4) and 
‘those involved in the civil society campaign who have been working 
on this issue for many, many years’.

But there was a hollowness to his words, and activists who fought 
long and hard for this day might be forgiven for raising an eyebrow 
at the prominent position these politicians were keenly occupying. 
What really happened is that in the months before the referendum, 
pro-repeal groups set aside repeated rejections by the political estab-
lishment and welcomed them into the fold. As recently as 2016, Fine 
Gael and most members of Fianna Fáil had voted down a Dáil bill that 
would have eased restrictions. That same year, Varadkar’s government 
revised Dáil standards to prevent political slogans in Parliament after 
six Solidarity-People Before Profit TDs donned the black-and-white 
REPEAL jumpers designed by Anna Cosgrave that symbolised the 
movement. In October 2017, just seven months before the referendum, 
the Fianna Fáil Ard Fheis (annual conference) voted to oppose any 
attempts to ‘diminish the constitutional rights of the unborn’. The 
motion was passed by a significant majority and welcomed with a 
round of applause.3
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In reality, the true architect of change was a 35-year-long grass-
roots movement that was mostly organised by women. The repeal 
movement involved different players at different times including the 
Women’s Right to Choose Campaign and the Irish Women’s Abortion 
Support group of the 1980s, as well as the Dublin Well Woman Centre, 
the Women’s Information Network, the Pro-Choice Campaign and 
Action on X. There’s been Migrant and Ethnic Minorities for Repro-
ductive Justice (MERJ), Termination for Medical Reasons (TFMR), 
Doctors for Choice, Lawyers for Choice, Parents for Choice, The Artists 
Campaign to Repeal the Eighth Amendment, Reproductive Rights 
against Oppression, Sexism and Austerity (ROSA) and the Abortion 
Rights Campaign (ARC), many of which were still together in 2021. 
The human rights organisations Amnesty Ireland and the Irish Council 
for Civil Liberties (ICCL) were also active on the issue, and the Union 
of Students in Ireland and the National Women’s Council of Ireland 
(NWCI). The Irish Family Planning Association (IFPA), which is a 
reproductive health provider that first opened its doors in 1969, have 
always campaigned for safe, legal abortion access. Because abortion 
was also prohibited in Northern Ireland, it too had grassroots activists, 
most notably the Alliance for Choice, formed in the 1990s by left-wing 
activists, civil society organisations and trade unionists. There were 
allies in Britain too, including the Abortion Support Network (est. 
2009) which provided financial support and accommodation to many 
people who travelled. In 2013, these groups joined forces as the Coali-
tion to Repeal the Eighth, convened by Ailbhe Smyth.

The repeal campaign was also driven by certain left-wing indepen-
dent TDs, political parties and organisations including the Workers 
Solidarity Movement and more recently the alliance Solidarity-People 
Before Profit (Sol-PBP). In 2013, members of the Socialist Party estab-
lished ROSA. This brought an anti-capitalist analysis to debates about 
abortion and started a conversation within socialist parties about their 
tactics in trying to win repeal. Members of People Before Profit and 
the Social Democrats were also amongst those involved in the set-up 
of local ‘pro-choice’ groups around the country, some of which remain 
active today. Some socialist TDs also made use of their role in the Dáil. 
In 2012, independent TD Clare Daly sought to legislate for fatal foetal 
abnormality. Two years later, in September 2014, Ruth Coppinger, a 
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Socialist Party member and high-profile activist since her student days 
introduced a private member’s bill calling for a referendum to repeal 
the Eighth in tandem with the impending vote on marriage-equality. 
She challenged the then Tánaiste (Deputy Prime Minister) and leader 
of the Labour Party Joan Burton, who three months earlier stated there 
would be no referendum in the lifetime of the government in which 
she was a senior member. This was despite Labour claiming to be 
pro-choice since 2003. ‘What an insult,’ Coppinger stated. ‘My genera-
tion of women, those of child-bearing age most affected by the Eighth 
Amendment, never got an opportunity to speak on it when it was orig-
inally passed. Their lives are dictated by a provision on which they 
had no say.’ She then turned her attention to Varadkar who was health 
minister at the time and who had also ruled out a referendum. She 
challenged his recent assertion that the Catholic Church should not be 
brought into the issue and continued:

It was the Catholic Church and a range of Catholic groups which 
lobbied and pressured for this amendment in 1983. No other 
religion … The past is a different country. The Catholic Church 
does not now enjoy the support it once did. However, the political 
establishment still seem determined to give it inordinate power and 
influence over health, education and other spheres of people’s lives, 
particularly women.4

When the referendum was eventually called in January 2018, the ten-
tacles of the grassroots repeal movement came together as ‘Together 
for Yes’. From March through May 2018, this broad-based coalition 
became the face of a 35-year-long movement. Together for Yes united 
seasoned campaigners with those new to the struggle; and civil society 
organisations with once-reluctant politicians, as it sought to articu-
late a united voice. There were a number of high-profile U-turns, as 
politicians scrambled to catch up. Micheál Martin, the current Tao-
iseach and leader of Fianna Fáil declared his support for repeal in 
January 2018, which was a controversial move within his own party. 
Three weeks before the May vote, 31 Fianna Fáil Oireachtas (Parlia-
ment) members proudly posed together for a photo calling for ‘No’. 
There were also divisions within Fine Gael – in fact, Varadkar was one 
of the last to decide he was pro-repeal. Others never shifted. Just a 
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week before polling day, former Taoiseach John Bruton was the face of 
the #ToFarForMe hashtag, a last-minute attempt to steer the electorate 
away from what was an inevitable win for repeal.

Two days after the celebrations in Dublin Castle, three left-wing 
TDs – Brid Smith and Ruth Coppinger of Sol-PBP, and Clare Daly of 
Independents for Change – were amongst those to address the Dáil. 
These women not only acknowledged but understood the bottom-up 
nature of the movement. Each had played a significant role in what 
they knew was anything but a quiet revolution. Coppinger said she 
never doubted the electorate would deliver on repeal claiming ‘the 
battle was not winning the referendum; the battle was getting a ref-
erendum granted from the Dáil over the past five years.’ She took aim 
at her colleagues courting media attention and continued ‘there is a 
danger we could see a re-writing of history to the effect that politicians 
going on a journey delivered this change. Actually, it derives from a 
grassroots movement that has built up, especially since the death of 
Savita.’ In an equally impassioned speech, Daly also referenced years 
of struggle and again turned the mirror on the politicians around her, 
warning them against self-congratulating platitudes. ‘This has been an 
uphill battle’, she said:

A boulder has been pushed up a hill for decades and no one here was 
behind it. Let us be honest about it for once. No one was involved. 
In fact, a lot of people here were sitting on that boulder, making 
it even more difficult for those outside who wanted to push for 
change. Others, of course, decided to jump ahead and claim some 
of the glory once the boulder was at the top of the hill and about 
to go down the other side, even though they had done none of the 
pushing.5

This book draws from testimonies of activists who did push that 
boulder, who came together in solidarity to form a collective roar that 
fought back against Ireland’s repressive attitudes to reproductive rights. 
In the spring of 2018 and before any votes were cast, I gathered testi-
monies from 304 busy canvassers across each of Ireland’s 26 counties.6 
Over 90 per cent were knocking on people’s doors distributing leaflets, 
merchandise, voter registration forms and, where they could, striking 
up conversations with so-called ‘undecideds’. The majority (60 per 
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cent) also set up stalls outside shopping centres, train stations and 
other places where the public congregate. Teenagers (from 16 years 
old) who were too young to vote formed alliances with pension-
ers (65+) who had lived most of their lives under the shadow of the 
Eighth. Unsurprisingly, 81 per cent of canvassers were women. Most 
(59 per cent) had never canvassed before. This didn’t stop high levels 
of activity – in fact, three-quarters of these ‘repealers’ were canvassing 
2–3 times per week and one in five were out every day. Many wished 
they could have done even more, but their jobs, a lack of transport and 
care commitments got in the way. One-third (34 per cent) of these 
activists only got involved when Together for Yes was formed joining 
forces with more seasoned campaigners. ‘I’ve been doing this for 35 
years!’ one remarked. From another, ‘I’ve been active on the issue for 
35 years’ and again ‘I’ve felt strongly about this issue since 1983. I was 
only 15 at the time and obviously couldn’t vote and couldn’t campaign 
either, as I grew up in a rural area.’

The reason these activists raised their heads above the parapet 
was, more than anything else, because they passionately believed 
that a person should be able to access abortion on their home soil 
without shame or stigma, whatever the circumstances. As one person 
lamented, ‘this is one of the most important referendums of my time.’ 
Some people pointed to the Eighth’s role in maintaining inequality. As 
a case in point, this person got involved ‘because I care deeply about 
this issue’, continuing ‘the Eighth Amendment is an absolute barrier 
to an equal and just society. It creates a big divide in Ireland as not 
everyone can afford or is allowed to travel. Removing the Eighth 
means creating a safer space for women in Ireland and contributing 
to an equal society.’ At times, people felt a weight of history on their 
shoulders: ‘I feel that the issue is incredibly important, and I would 
be so upset if I hadn’t done everything I could to help get a yes in 
the referendum. Women have been treated horribly in this country 
– the Eighth is just one part of that – but it’s a part we can do some-
thing about.’ And another: ‘I felt a sense of responsibility. I felt I owed 
it to a) those women who died, been harmed or been shamed by the 
Eighth and b) those women who have been fighting for reproductive 
rights since 1983 and before.’ They are right to point out Ireland’s long 
history of interfering with women’s reproductive lives, which not only 
denied people the right not to have children, but also the right to have 
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children. As is now well established, thousands of women and girls 
were incarcerated in a network of Church-run institutions where their 
babies were often taken from them.

One in ten activists had either travelled for an abortion or had bought 
pills online. Sometimes this was simply stated: ‘personally affected’, ‘I 
had an abortion’, or ‘because I had an abortion and feel strongly that 
it should be available in Ireland.’ Others shared troubling stories. One 
woman wrote, ‘I feel very strongly about this issue. I went to the UK 
for an abortion in 2001. I had a terrible experience and when I came 
back to Ireland. I had to be admitted to a maternity hospital in Dublin 
for surgery.’ A different person upsettingly shared, ‘I had a son with a 
foetal fatal abnormality and could not afford to travel … I never want 
anyone to be forced into giving birth to death.’ Others (5 per cent) had 
helped someone else procure an abortion; for example, ‘I know people 
who have had to travel, I booked flights for one girl years ago who 
didn’t have a credit card.’

Of the 19 per cent of canvassers who were men, their motives were 
much the same, including personal experience. This man shared:

At first, I really struggled with being a man and talking to women 
about such a sensitive issue, but the more I went out talking and 
canvassing the more comfortable I became. I have a personal expe-
rience of having to travel to the UK with my ex-girlfriend when we 
were both 17 (21 years ago) and to say it has stayed with me is an 
understatement.

Some men referenced wives, daughters and female friends. Others 
wanted to encourage other men to vote. But the issue of repeal 
appeared less emotive – in fact, 13 per cent did not give a clear reason 
for getting involved, compared to only 3 per cent of women.

This book also draws from testimonies I gathered in January 
2020. This time, 405 former canvassers shared their memories of the 
campaign, their thoughts on abortion services today, and their levels of 
activism two years on.7 As before, many people described being part of 
the repeal movement as life-changing. When this activist wrote ‘I don’t 
think I realised how special it was’, she captured how many people 
looked back on the frenzied pre-referendum period. She continued: 
‘The mood was electric, it was only towards the referendum date that I 
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truly recognised it as a history-making exercise … The movement was 
so inclusive and by the end I knew I would have been welcomed, even 
if I didn’t have all the answers all the time.’

For many, this had been a long haul. One woman remembered, ‘It 
was very exciting to be involved in a campaign that I have dreamed of 
most of my life; at 59 years old it was one of the most exciting things I 
ever took part in.’ Another reminisced:

The immediate camaraderie was fantastic … When canvassing etc. 
we were in it together. I am fast friends for life with many women I 
canvassed with in Dún Laoghaire. We shared the extreme highs and 
lows. Took the abusive bastards calling us murderers, the strangers 
hugging us in gratitude … I’m crying just remembering it all. Many 
of us became political together and still work together on that basis.

This woman was one of 16 per cent of people who disliked canvass-
ing and found starting conversations with strangers about how they 
would vote was the most difficult aspect of being part of Together for 
Yes. Who can blame them? Standing at a neighbour’s doorstep and 
wondering what sort of reception you would get was an unenviable 
task. Canvassers did not know if they were interrupting important 
family time or, worst of all, would be greeted with hostility and even 
banished from the door. This was a justifiable concern. When I asked 
about the biggest challenge, 32 per cent spontaneously named antag-
onistic encounters with people who were against repealing the Eighth 
Amendment. Many shared stories of unpleasant, often frightening 
altercations. One woman wrote, ‘The negativity you get from extreme 
no voters, being cursed at and called a murderer on a public street does 
take its toll after a while.’ Another young canvasser in Dublin described 
her main challenge: ‘When I get home after a morning of being called a 
“baby killer” I find it very hard to switch off and stop thinking about it.’ 
Although these stories were reported across genders, younger women 
were more likely to be targeted, something I witnessed first-hand when 
canvassing with my own teenage daughter.8 This man, canvassing 
in Kildare, also talked about seeing younger voters being picked on: 
‘Seeing the emotional impacts of some of the bad responses on some 
of my fellow canvassers has been difficult to witness … such instances 
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have tended to be younger women (18–25) being on the receiving end 
of aggressive responses from men in the 40+ bracket.’

a changed ireland

Mostly however, canvassers were thanked for the work they were doing. 
Much groundwork had been done for these doorstep interactions in the 
years beforehand. By 2018, Ireland was in many ways, unrecognisable 
from its quite recent past. Once one of Europe’s most conservative and 
religious countries, churchgoing had steeply declined, meaning most 
people would not have known about the Catholic Church’s letter which 
called for a ‘No’ vote and was read to parishioners in early May 2018. 
There had also already been progressive change through the ballot box 
when in 2015, Ireland was the first country in the world to introduce 
same-sex marriage by popular vote. Again, this did not happen because 
of an enlightened government, but because of the efforts of gay-rights 
activists and their supporters. The marriage-equality movement had 
also faced decades of opposition from those who argued that the 
sanctity of marriage was for mixed-gender couples only. United under 
the umbrella of ‘Yes Equality’ it too grew from the grassroots and from 
those most affected by prohibition. LGTBQI+ couples and their sup-
porters leaned on personal stories to ensure their issue would not be 
overshadowed. Together for Yes’s strategy copied much of what had 
worked for Yes Equality; the umbrella operation that, three years 
earlier, had led the referendum campaign for same-sex marriage. They 
too united disparate civil society and campaign groups and effectively 
showcased a small, tiered leadership model.9 These were just some of 
the many tactics replicated when ‘pulling apart the book written on the 
marriage equality campaign … to examine their modus operandi’, to 
quote Deirdre Duffy, the Together for Yes campaign manager.10 Being 
part of Yes Equality was the motivation for some people canvassing for 
repeal. This young activist explained:

After the Yes Equality referendum, our canvassing group met up in 
the home of our canvass leader, for a dinner-and-celebration-and-
goodbye. With tears in my eyes, I thanked the organisers for making 
the campaign so easy to join; for opening the doors and allowing us 
inside, to be part of this experience. There was a huge generosity 
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there, and trust. I was – and I am – grateful. As we finished our 
speeches, one of the organisers said: ‘Next, we tackle the Eighth 
Amendment’. I took that to heart.

People also took to the streets seeking change. At the same time as 
activists were canvassing, thousands protested in Dublin, Belfast, 
Cork, Galway and Limerick in response to the not-guilty verdicts of 
the rugby players Paddy Jackson and Stuart Olding, and their friends 
Blane McIlroy and Rory Harrison at the now infamous Belfast rape 
trial. Under the banner of #IBelieveHer, protesters raged against a 
judicial system that allowed the complainant to be cross-examined for 
eight days and have her blood-stained thong entered as evidence. They 
also objected to the misogynistic attitudes of these high-profile sports-
men; their mistrust and hatred of women was revealed to the world 
through WhatsApp messages they shared with each other. To quote 
this activist speaking in 2020, ‘I have no idea how to rid the country 
of misogyny but it runs incredibly deeply.’ In November 2018, there 
were also #ThisisNotConsent marches in Cork, Galway; Limerick and 
Dublin, again in response to a thong being produced as evidence in a 
rape trial involving a 17-year-old girl in which the alleged perpetra-
tor was acquitted. These protests made international news. That same 
month, Dublin-based Google workers joined thousands worldwide 
in a coordinated walkout against sexual harassment in the work-
place, an action which not only won concessions from management 
but also began a process of unionisation that linked their demands 
to decent pay and wider safety and dignity in the workplace.11 Irish 
people had been protesting on other matters too. In 2011, we had our 
own Occupy Movement and, in 2014, a highly successful anti-austerity 
right2water campaign of mass mobilisations and collective non-pay-
ment forced the government to abandon plans to introduce domestic 
water charges. These campaigns were not detached from each other; 
rather, the same people were often involved. Steph Hanlon, one of the 
founders of Carlow for Choice explains, ‘We were long-time activists 
who campaigned during the water charges movement, the marriage 
referendum, are now active in Extinction Rebellion … we originated 
in 2017 due to the struggle for abortion; however, during that time 
we’ve lobbied for other issues i.e., housing, childcare, trans rights, etc.’


